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Introduction 
The theory of Kahler manifolds unites some of the most interesting features of com- 
plex and Riemannian geometry and remains a vital branch of differential geometry. 
However, the need for a wider understanding of the more general class of almost- 
Hermitian manifolds has been emphasized by recent directions of research. In par- 
ticular, the theory of Hermitian surfaces plays an important role in the phenomenon 
of self-duality [7,24], and non-integrable almost-complex structures have been used for 
the study of harmonic maps and exceptional holonomy [10,35]. 
Many properties of a KBhler manifold are closely related to those of its curvature 
tensor, and it is to be expected that the study of the curvature of an almost-Hermitian 
manifold should prove fruitful. Such a study was rigorously formulated by Tricerri and 
Vanhecke [41], who gave a complete decomposition of the irreducible U(n)-components 
of the Riemann curvature tensor R. An almost-Hermitian manifold M also possesses 
a torsion tensor [ which measures the extent to which M is not KHhler, and a U(n)- 
decomposition of { had previously been given by Gray and Hervella [18]. One aim of the 
present paper is to combine the theory of [IS] and [41] into a representation-theoretic 
framework to stimulate further investigation of existence questions for almost-Hermitian 
metrics with prescribed curvature. 
We describe the tensors t and R systematically by decomposing the exterior algebra 
of forms according to type in order to identify components relative to the groups U(n) 
and GL(n, C). We then focus on both the space X: of curvature tensors of KBhler metrics 
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and its orthogonal complement ICI in the space of all curvature tensors. In Section 4 we 
point out that the components of R in Ic* are all determined by a covariant derivative 
of [, a fact which is implicit in the work of Gray [15] and many others. In Section 5, 
we quantify links between classes of manifolds defined by restrictions on torsion and 
curvature, and contrast the Hermitian and symplectic situations. We also strive for a 
more descriptive approach that avoids explicit calculations as far as possible. 
The curvature tensor of a nearly-Kahler manifold is examined in some detail, and 
in six real dimensions is shown to be pointwise a linear combination of the curvature 
tensor of S6 and the curvature tensor of a Calabi-Yau space with holonomy contained 
in SU(3). This is relevant for the local existence theory of nearly-Kahler 6-manifolds, 
which play an important role in the classification of manifolds with Killing spinors and 
in the study of metrics with holonomy group Gz [32,3,4]. There are no known compact 
non-homogeneous nearly-Kahler 6-manifolds, although there seem to be no topological 
obstructions to the existence of such structures. A further illustration of the theory is 
provided by almost-Hermitian homogenous spaces with irreducible isotropy, which are 
considered in Section 6. 
An intriguing question arising in [41] was whether there exist metrics whose curva- 
ture tensor is pointwise a linear combination of those of S4 and @P2. An affirmative 
answer was given by Derdziriski [9] ( an more explicitly by Olszak [30]), who related d 
the problem to the study of Bochner-flat Kahler surfaces. Nevertheless, the observation 
that a certain U( 1)-invariance implies that a well-known complete hyper-Kahler metric 
on Iw4, namely the Taub-NUT metric, is a generalized space form provided one of the 
motivations for the present paper and the approach to the 4-dimensional case in Sec- 
tion 7. Being self-dual and Einstein, this metric also has pointwise constant holomorphic 
sectional curvature, and the computation of this function serves as motivation for the 
final section. The space ICI makes a second appearance as the space of tensors which 
have zero holomorphic sectional curvature, and we completely characterize those spaces 
with pointwise constant holomorphic sectional curvature in terms of the classes of [41]. 
The underlying techniques of this paper are algebraic, and are designed to push the 
first Bianchi identity to its limits. Since computer programs and tables are now readily 
available for decomposing tensor products, we quote such decompositions without jus- 
tification. In general, our treatment of group actions is taken from [35] with which our 
notation is compatible. We have strived to make use of established terminology, and 
our description of curvature is a carefully-chosen compromise based on the conformally- 
invariant spaces Cr , . . . , CT of [41]. Th e reader may discover further applications, often 
global in nature, by adjoining simple arguments involving the second Bianchi identity. 
A selection of such applications can be found within the list of references which our 
overview of the subject necessitated, 
1. Preliminaries 
Let M be an almost-Hermitian manifold, that is a 2n-dimensional Riemannian man- 
ifold admitting an orthogonal almost complex structure J. We shall often indicate the 
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Riemannian metric g by (e, e). A ssociated to the metric g and J is the fundamental 
2-form w defined by 
w(X, Y) = (JX, I’), X, Y E T,M, 
whose skew-symmetry follows from the equation (JX, JY) = (X, Y). The complexified 
cotangent space at a point m E h4 is given by 
where X’l” is the annihilator of the space of complex tangent vectors of the form 
X + iJX, and X0>’ = X1>’ is its conjugate. We shall often omit mention of the fixed 
point m in such formulae. 
The (P t q)th exterior power of (1.1) contains a subspace XPJ isomorphic to 
APXr,u@I\q~uJ consisting of so-called forms of type (p,q). Both XPyQ $ XqJ), p # q, 
and XP!P are complexifications of real vector spaces which we denote by [Pq] and 
[XPJ’] respectively. More generally, we shall adopt the following formalism from [35]: 
[VI denotes the real vector space underlying a complex vector space V (so that 
dimx[Vl = 2 dime V), and [W] d enotes a real vector space which admits W as its 
complexification (so that dimB[W] = dime W). Th us, there are isomorphisms of real 
vector spaces 
k-l 
A2”T;M = @ [i42k-p’p]l $ [Ak7k], 
p=o 
//2k+1’-f;M = 6 ~~2”+‘-pq~ 
p=o 
(l-2) 
Each summand on the right-hand side is irreducible for the action of the subgroup 
GL(n, C) of GL(2n, Iw) of h ‘near transformations which commute with J. 
A particular case of (1.2) is the decomposition of the space of 2-forms 
and [XlJ] equals the subspace of 2-forms (T for which a(X - iJX,Y - iJY) = 0, 
or equivalently cr( JX, JY) = a(X, Y), f or all X,Y. If II denotes an oriented real 2- 
dimensional subspace of T,M with an oriented orthonormal basis {X,Y}, then II is 
represented by the unit 2-vector X A Y, and we let C(B) denote the number g(X,Y)_ 
If J(II) = II, we shall call II an invariant 2-plane; in this case II has an orthonormal 
basis of the form {X, JX}, and is the real space underlying the complex line spanned 
by X - i JX. The formula 
cr(X,Y) t a(JX, JY) = a(X, JX) + a(Y, JY) - a(X + JY, J(X + JY)) 
shows that a (1, 1)-form is completely determined by its values on invariant 2-planes. 
It also shows that a. 2-form CJ satisfies g(B) = 0 for all invariant 2-planes II if and only 
if cr( JX, JY) = -0(X, Y) or equivalently (T E [X2*‘]. 
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The fundamental a-form w is itself a member of [Aill], and we denote its orthogonal 
complement in [X’yl] by [AA”]. More generally, AEPq is defined to be the orthogonal com- 
plement of the image of the mapping XP-ltQ-’ 
Note that Ai” 
+ A?‘+? determined by wedging with w. 
= Ak~’ and API4 = 0 if p + Q > n. One has the decomposition 
xp*q = $ X;-r*q-r, p + q < n, 
r=o 
(l-3) 
which expresses a reduction from GL(n, C) to U(n). Indeed, it is well known that the 
space AE’q occurring in (1.3) is associated to a real irreducible U(n)-module; in Weyl’s 
correspondence it is associated to the dominant weight which in standard coordinates 
one writes 
P 
2. Decomposition of the torsion 
Let V denote the Levi-Civita connection associated with the Riemannian metric g, 
that is the unique connection with zero torsion satisfying Vg = 0. Unless VJ = 0, the 
operator V does not preserve the subbundles of r\“T*M defined by the spaces XP*q. On 
the other hand, 
V:xY = $(VXY - JVXJY) (2.4) 
does define one such unitary connection. The operator V is the composition of V with 
a suitable orthogonal projection, and 
[X = VX - VX = -+Jo(Vx J). P-5) 
The connection V that we have chosen to work with is one of a number of distinguished 
almost-Hermitian connections [5,27,48]. 
The tensor t that measures the difference of V and V can be identified with the 
torsion of 0. Both the connections V, V preserve the Riemannian structure so, relative 
to an orthonormal basis at each point, & certainly belongs to the Lie algebra so(2n) 
of skew-symmetric endomorphisms of T.M. The equation &oJ + Jo& = 0 that 
follows from (2.4) implies more, namely that [x belongs to the orthogonal complement 
u(n)‘- of u(n) in so(2n). When the Lie algebra so(2n) is represented on the space 
A2T$h4 of 2-forms, u(n) is precisely the subalgebra that annihilates w, and we obtain 
an isomorphism u(n)l 2 [A”~“~. The formula 
vxw = -[x(w) E [X2*“] 
then allows one to identify [ with VW, and consequently also with VJ. 
(2.6) 
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2.1. Lemma. If n > 3, there is a decomposition X’~“@~2~o 2 X3>’ $ A, in which A is 
the irreducible U(n)- module with dominant weight (2,1,0,. . . ,O). 
We now have 
(2.7) 
2.2. Theorem. The tensor [ belongs to the space 
~1@~2@~3$~4, 
which reduces to W2 $ W, when n = 2. Each W; is U(n)- irreducible, and both WI $ W2 
and W3 $ W, are GL(n, Q-irreducible. 
We remark that if i # j, then W; and YVj are distinct irreducible U(n)-modules. An 
inspection of their dimension as a function of n shows that Wr, W2, Ws, W4 coincide 
with the spaces of the same name defined by Gray and Hervella [18] to divide the set 
of almost-Hermitian manifolds into sixteen classes. We shall briefly discuss the most 
important of these classes. 
The covariant derivative VW determines the Nijenhuis tensor of the almost-complex 
structure J, which is essentially the real part of the tensorial component of the exterior 
derivative operator belonging to Hom(X”ll, X27’) E X39’ $ A. If J is integrable, then 
M is called a Hermitian manifold. On the other hand, because V is torsion-free, the 
skew-symmetric part of VW, which lies in 
is proportional to dw. If the latter vanishes then w is a symplectic form, and an 
almost-Hermitian manifold whose fundamental 2-form is symplectic is sometimes called 
almost-Klhler. The identification (2.6) and the representation-theoretic description of 
the W; gives immediately 
2.3. Proposition. M is Hermitian if and only if [ E W3 $ W4, and M is almost- 
Kiihler if and only if [ E W2. 
Suppose that the almost-complex structure J is fixed, but that the metric g is re- 
placed by g’ = f2g where f is a smooth nowhere-zero function on M. This conformal 
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change replaces w by WI = f2w and V by V’ = V+q, where q is a tensor completely de- 
termined by u’f. Such considerations make it inevitable that one of the spaces occurring 
in Theorem 2.2 is isomorphic to TAM. Indeed, 
VW’ = (0’ - V)w’ + VW’ 
= f2( VW t q(w)) + 2f df @w 
w9 
is a tensor which differs from VW essentially by the addition of a component in the 
space WJ Z T$M. In particular, each of the components of VW and V’w’ in the space 
Wr $ W;! $ Ws remain proportional after a conformal change. 
In general, the component of t in W4 is represented by the l-form 
0= 
1 
lJd*w = - 
n- 
&J*drw, 
known as the Lee form. The above discussion yields the well-known 
(2.9) 
2.4. Proposition. An almost_Hermitian manifold is conformal to a Kihler manifold 
if and only if [ E W4 and 8 is exact. 
The constant in (2.9) ensures that if t E W, then dw = w A 8, and 
0 = d2w = (w A 0) A 9 + w A df3 = w A de. (2.10) 
If n > 3 then de = 0. The manifolds for which [ E W, and de = 0 are precisely those 
that are locally conformally Kahler (LCK); this simply means that each point is con- 
tained in an open set on which g is conformally equivalent to a Kahler metric. Examples 
include the Hopf surfaces, and the theory of LCK manifolds is essentially equivalent to 
that of Hermitian-Weyl spaces which are defined by a torsion-free conformal connection 
WI * 
The class of quasi-Kahler manifolds is characterized by the condition [ E Wr $ W2. 
These manifolds are also called (1,2)-symplectic, as the condition is equivalent to the 
assertion that dw has no component of type (1,2) (or for that matter, by reality, of type 
(2,l)). The fact that this condition is exactly complementary to the Hermitian condition 
is the essential reason why any holomorphic mapping of a Riemann surface into a (1,2)- 
symplectic manifold A4 is harmonic; this is a result of Lichnerowicz which is generalized 
in [lo] by replacing M by the twistor space of a Riemannian manifold. The class of 
(1,2)-symplectic manifolds includes the class of nearly-Kahler ones, characterized by 
t E WI. The most familiar example is the sphere 5” = Gz/SU(3) with its standard 
metric and almost-complex structure induced from Cayley multiplication on Iw7, but 
we discuss a whole family of others in Section 6. 
To summarize the results of this section, let t; denote the component of [ or VW in 
the space Wi. Then (&, 12) can be identified with the Nijenhius tensor, ([I, 53, &) with 
dw, and <a with the Lee form 8. 
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3. Decomposition of the curvature 
The Riemann curvature tensor R of A4 is defined by 
R(X,Y)Z = VxVyZ - VyVxZ - Vlx,ylZ, (3.11) 
where as always V is the Levi-Civita connection. Relative to an orthonormal basis at 
a given point, it is a 2-form (in X,Y) with values in the Lie algebra ho. In this 
section we shall work instead with the associated tensor 
NX, K 2, W> = (W, W, W> (3.12) 
that is antisymmetric in both pairs {X, Y}, (2, W}. The vanishing of the torsion of V 
manifests itself in the first Bianchi identity which is equivalent to the two identities 
R(X, Y, 2, W) = R(Z, W X, Y), 
T(-l)“R(nX, TY, 71.2, aW) = 0, 
where r ranges over all permutations of the set {X, Y, 2, W}. This can all be expressed 
by saying that R belongs to the kernel R of the mapping 
02(/j2T;M) - A4T;M, (3.13) 
defined by wedging cl-forms together, which is of course a symmetric operation. 
In applying (1.2),( 1.3), we need the following elementary decompositions. 
3.1. Lemma. For each n 2 2, there exist irrreducible U(n)-modules U, ai12, u2yo and 
V (the latter zero if n = 2) such that 
02p0 E 
{ 
; @ x4107 n 2 4 
7 n = 2,3. 
By analogy to the exterior algebra, we may define quite generally the space 00”~~ to 
be the irreducible component of @X’~“@o ’ X ‘t* of greatest dimension. In particular, 
UP,0 = 
(TO "' and cro’ _ A, _ 
11, 1,l In terms of dominant weights, there are correspondences 
u * (2,2,0 )...) O), v ++ (2,1,0,. . . ,o, -l), 
272 
00 *(2,0 )...) 0,-a>, afy*(p,O )...) 0,-q). 
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2 [u;y2] $ [A;*“] $ [xy] $ iR $ [xy] $ R. 
The space R of curvature tensors is obtained by removing from 02(A27’&hl) a 
subspace isomorphic to 
A”qJ4 2 [A”“~ $ [x;q $ I[X”~“Ij $ [&$‘I $ [q] $ I!%. (3.16) 
The remaining irreducible components all occur with multiplicity one except for Iw 
and [XA1’] both of which occur twice. We can distinguish subspaces of these isotypic 
components using the orthogonal sum 
where RWeyl is the kernel of the contraction R --f ~2T$Vf formed by mapping R to its 
Ricci tensor Ric(X, Y) = C;“=“, (R(e;, X)e;, Y) ({er, . . . , exn} denotes an orthonormal 
basis of T, M). The above analysis then gives 
3.2. Theorem. For n > 4, the space of curvature tensors on M decomposes into real 
irreducible U( n)-modules as 
R Weyl = Cl $ c2 $ c3 $ c4 @ c5 fB cs $ c7, 
RRicci = ‘-1 $ ‘-2 $ ‘8, 
where Cl E Iw E C-l, C2 E [AA”] g C-2, Cs S [c,“‘“], C4 E [Xi’“], Cs E ([Ug, 
ce 2% I[xq c7 s [[If], and Cs E [a210]. The decomposition is valid for n = 3 with 
the proviso that Cd is absent, and when n = 2 with Ca, Cd, C7 absent. 
In dimensions 4 and 6, the space Xit2 defining C4 simply reduces to zero. In 4 di- 
mensions, this also happens for the space V defining CT, whereas the absence of C2 
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follows from the fact that (3.16) is no longer correct as it stands and o”[X~“] does not 
contain a submodule isomorphic to [A;“] (which has dimension 3). The decomposition 
of Theorem 3.2 was found by Tricerri and Vanhecke [41], and our notation is consistent 
with theirs although the nomenclature C-r, C-2, Cs is our own (with “C” standing for 
“Curvature” not “Conformal”!). Whereas C-1 contains the curvature tensor of any real 
space form, the space generated by the curvature of a complex space form (shortly to 
be designated /cl) is straddled across C- 1 and Cr. We note that Cs,Cd, Cs,C&Cr, Cs 
also coincide with the respective space Ws, Ws, W7, Ws, Wru, Ws of [41]. 
Unlike RRiccj, which contains an invariant subspace C-rcorresponding to the scalar 
curvature r = C;“=“, Ric(e;,e;), the space ‘RWeyl is 0(2n)-irreducible and not a sum- 
mand of TAM@TkM. From this one deduces the well-known fact that the component 
of R in RWeyl is only scaled by a conformal change of metric (cf. the procedure (2.8)), 
which will be of significance when interpreting Theorem 3.2. The existence of summands 
Of %v,yl in common with TAM@TGM, namely Cl, C2, Cs, leads to the definition of the 
tensors 
Ric*(X, Y) = F (R(e;, X)Je;, JY) , 
i=l 
T* = E Ric*(e;,e;), 
i=l 
known as the * Ricci curvature and the * scalar curvature respectively. 
4. The KGhler space and its complement 
The space R of curvature tensors has been defined by (3.13) as a subspace of the 
symmetrized tensor product 02(/j2T&A4). In Th eorem 3.2 not only is the decomposi- 
tion of this space given as a U(n)-module, but it is also expressed relative to the larger 
group O(2n) whose action distinguishes the Weyl and Ricci tensors. In this section, 
we first exploit the description of R as a representation of GL(n, c:> which amounts to 
describing the symmetries of R solely in terms of J and leads to a regrouping of the 
U(n)-components. 
The almost-Hermitian structure on A4 is Kahler if and only if [ or VW vanishes 
identically. In this case the Lie algebra of the holonomy group is contained in u(n) E 
[X1ll], and R belongs to the space 
x: = R n O’[A’>‘], 
which is GL(n,Q- invariant because it is defined entirely in terms of types. From the 
discussion following Lemma 3.1, it is clear that K contains the subspace C’s of R and 
has non-zero intersection with each of the two subspaces Cr $ C-r, C2 $ C-2. We let 
/cl denote the orthogonal complement of X: in R and adopt the notation 
/cl = x: n (Cr B C-,>, Ic2 = Ic n (C, B C-,>, 
Ic_r = ICI n (Cl $ Cl), K2 = ICI n (C, a3 c-,), 
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which best suits our needs (Icr and X-1 are denoted by Wr and W, in [41]). For exam- 
ple, the space /cl is generated by the U(n)-invariant curvature tensor of the symmetric 
Fubini-Study metric on complex projective space which satisfies r = r*. When n = 2 
one has Ca = 0, and therefore X-2 = 0. 
Referring to (3.14) and (3.15), we see that ICI is contained in 
[X2*0 @ XOJ] $ I[xzJJ @ J$o]1 $ [X2,0 @ x’J]l. 
Comparing the constituents of these subspaces with the definitions of the spaces Ci in 
Theorem 3.2, we obtain 
4.1. Proposition. The irreducible GL(n,@)-submodules of R comprise the space 
X: = ICI $ Ic2 $ C3 of KEihler tensors together with the three subspaces 
The spaces Cr = .X, C2 = X: $Ic_r $ Ic-2 $ Cd, and rC3 = C2 $ Cs are characterized by 
the respective identities 
R(X,Y, 2, IV) = R(X,Y, JZ, JW), 
R(X,Y,Z,W) = R(JX, JY, Z,W)+R(JX,Y, JZ,W)+R(JX,Y,Z, JW), 
R(X, Y, 2, W) = R(JX, JY, JZ, JW), 
that were first highlighted by Gray [15, Section 51. The space -Cz (denoted by R2 in 
[41]) is precisely the subspace of R on which the centre GL(l,C) of GL(n,Q acts 
trivially. This has the following implication. Suppose that the isometry group of M 
contains a subgroup U(1) which fixes the point m and acts on the subspace Allo of 
T,M&C by scalar multiplication by eie. Because the curvature tensor R is invariant 
by the isometry group, it must then belong to C2 at the point m; a similar situation is 
the subject of Proposition 6.2. 
For the remainder of this section, we view the space R of curvature tensors as a 
subspace of /j2T&M@60(2n) by means of the original definition of R in (3.11). In 
these terms, the space X: of Kahler curvature tensors is the intersection of ‘R with the 
kernel of the orthogonal projection 
~1: /j2TLM@60(2n) - //2TAA4@u(n)L. 
It follows that there exists a U(n)-equivariant homomorphism 
7r2: A2T,*,A4@u(n)’ - ICI 
such that the restriction of n’ = w207rr to R is the orthogonal projection R + ICI, 
and the restriction of 7r2 to the orthogonal complement of nr(R) is zero. 
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4.2. Proposition. On an almost-Hermitian manifold, the components of r’(R) in 
ICI are linear functions of the components of V[. 
Proof. From above, if R E R then r’(R) can be identified with ar( R) which is the 
2-form with values in u(n)’ defined by 
q(R)(X,Y) = $(R(X,Y) t JoR(X,Y)oJ). (4.17) 
The right-hand side is the contraction of X A Y with the tensor iJo[R, J] E 
A2TAMC3u(n)‘, where brackets denote the commutator of endomorphisms. The Ricci 
identity implies that [R,J] = o(V2J), where 
o: T$U@TGM@End T;M - A2T&M @ End TGM 
is the skewing mapping [35, Lemma 1.21. From (2.5), VJ = 2Jt, and 
-+J0V2J = 2t2 + v[, (4.18) 
where t2 denotes the contraction of t@[ by composition of endomorphisms. Since there 
is no non-zero equivariant mapping u(n)‘@u(n)* ---f u(n)l, the tensor t2 has no com- 
ponent in A’TAM@u(n)’ and rro([“) = 0. From (4.17) and (4.18), 
nr(R) = --~0’0, (4.19) 
and the result follows. 0 
In the notation of (3.12), the tensor 
27rr(R)(X,Y, Z,W) = R(X,Y, 2, W) - R(X,Y, JZ, JW), 
is denoted by G in [36]. The statement of Proposition 4.2 may be modified by replacing 
the Levi-Civita connection V by the unitary connection V, which has the advantage 
that (.y(Vt) is already a 2-form with values in u(n)‘. It follows from (2.5) and (4.19) 
that 
nr(R) = -o(VO + o/WW, (4.20) 
where 
/3 : (TGM@u(n)‘)@(TcM@u(n)*) - T&M@zM@u(n)’ (4.21) 
is the linear mapping that contracts the first u(n)’ factor with the second TAM factor. 
The relation (4.20) mutually constrains the possible components of I, V[ and R, and 
we shall exploit it in the next section. 
The above results provide a starting point for investigating the existence of non- 
Kahler manifolds whose curvature tensor nonetheless belongs to the space Ic, a condi- 
tion that has been discussed and exemplified by various authors [33,37,46,47]. On the 
other hand, Proposition 4.2 shows that the condition R E K forces the vanishing of 
various components of Vt, and in favourable circumstances one would hope to deduce 
that t is parallel, thereby reducing the holonomy of the Levi-Civita connection of M. 
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5. Relations between the classes 
The simplest illustration of the link between torsion and curvature is provided by 
the case of a locally conformally Kshler manifold M. Such a manifold has 5 E WJ, and 
the conformal invariance of Rweyl implies that its curvature tensor R belongs to 
R Ricci + X: = C-2 $ C-1 $ ‘1 $ C2 $ ‘3 $ ‘8. 
The component of R in X-1 is in fact represented by 
2(nl # - 7.*) = d*8 - yl18/12, 
which was used by Vaisman [44] to prove that if M is compact and R E K, then M 
is Kihler. The previous section provides a systematic means to determine analogous 
curvature identities, and to place them within the context of the decomposition of 
Tricerri and Vanhecke [41]. 
As before, we let [i denote the component of the torsion tensor < in W;. Then (4.20) 
shows that the component of R in ICI is effectively a linear combination of contractions 
of the tensors vti and ti @ [j (if i = j we may write the latter as g;@ti). Since 7 is a 
unitary connection, the covariant derivative v[; belongs to Z’JZjW@W;. The next result 
then enables one to assess these various contributions. 
Proof. Suppose that i E { 1,2}. R ecall that Wi c [X’~“@~2~o~. It then follows that 
7r2~(T;M@W;) belongs to the sum of the second and third of the three subspaces of 
Proposition 4.1. On the other hand, if i E {3,4} then the image of TzM@W; in K:’ 
lies in the sum of the first and third subspaces of Proposition 4.1. The remaining parts 
follow from (4.21) in an analogous fashion. Cl 
A refinement of the last lemma leads to 
5.2. Theorem. Each of the tensors T(i and [i @ tj contributes to the components 
of R in ICI if and only if there is a tick in the corresponding box in Tables 1,2,3. 
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*absent when n = 4 
n = 3 K-I K-2 C5 C6 C, Cs Tables 1,2,3. 
n=2 K-1 Cs c6 C6 
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The general form of the tables reflects Proposition 4.1, with the double vertical lines 
separating the three distinct GL(n,C)- su b modules of ICI. In this way, Lemma 5.1 
already tells us that various blocks in the tables must be empty. Further reductions 
were carried out in a manner illustrated by the following example. Consider the row 
corresponding to (1 0 54 for n > 3. Firstly, Lemma 5.1 implies that there can be no 
ticks in the columns headed by X-1, K-2, Cd, since these spaces do not occur in the 
image of Wr@‘wd or Wd@‘wr by a&. It was then ascertained which U(n) modules 
Wr@wwq has in common with the remaining summands of ICI. The result, namely only 
t[X2jo]l, shows that there can only be a tick in the column headed by Cs, and it was 
then necessary to check by hand that such a contribution arises. For some rows, the 
techniques of [35, chapter 6] were used for the middle stage, and computer verification 
was helpful though not essential. We omit further details. 
Theorem 5.2 is most clearly illustrated by considering the summand Cs of ICI. Ta- 
bles 1,2,3 yield immediately 
5.3. Corollary. The component of R in Cs is a linear function of the tensors 7<2, 
(1 @ 53, & @ (3, and & @ (4, and therefore vanishes if M is Hermitian. 
More spectacular conditions on R are obtained under the assumption that M be 
nearly-Kahler, so that [ belongs to Wr and effectively equals the 3-form dw. 
5.4. Theorem. Let M be a nearly-h’iihler manifold of real dimension 2n. If n > 5 
then R E K $ K-1 $ K-2 $ Cd and its three components in ICI are determined by 
W n-5 A dw A Jdw. If n = 4 then R E K $ K-1 $ K-2 and its two components in ICI 
are determined by dw A Jdw. If n = 3 and M is not h'tihler then R E C-1 $ Cs. 
Proof. Let n 2 4. Tables 1 and 2 show that R has no components in Cs,Cu,Cr,Cs. For 
example, a hypothetical component in Cs E [X2>“]l would be determined by V[, and so 
by d(dw) which is of course zero. The components in 
represent solely & @I[,, which effectively equals dw A Jdw. When n = 4, the vanishing 
of the Cd-component of R relates to the asterisk on Table 1, which reflects the fact that 
a (3,3)-form has no component in [Xi’“]. 
Now suppose that M is a 6-dimensional nearly-Kahler manifold with [r # 0. It is 
known that @ = (dw) 3*o has constant norm and d@ is proportional to w A w [32]. As 
a consequence, V@ = u A ip for some purely imaginary l-form u, and d@ differs from 
CA@ by a term of the form [((a). Inspection of types now implies that 0 = 0. Combined 
with Table 2, one deduces that the curvature tensor of V belongs to 
and that the Ic_z- and &-components of R are both zero. Finally, the vanishing of the 
Cr-component of R is a consequence of the existence of the almost-Hermitian manifold 
S6 for which R E C-1. Cl 
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The formulation of Theorem 5.4 is implicit in the work of Gray [17] who first dis- 
covered the corollary that any 6-dimensional nearly-Kahler manifold with [r # 0 is 
Einstein. The curvature of such a manifold is analogous to that of a Kahler-Einstein 
manifold of the same dimension which would have R E /cl $Cs. There is a good reason 
for this. The condition V@ = 0 is equivalent to asserting that the holonomy group of the 
connection V is contained in SU(3), and the local existence problem for 6-dimensional 
nearly-Kahler metrics is an involutive differential system intimately related to that 
for the Calabi-Yau metrics for which the Levi-Civita connection has holonomy SU(3). 
Moreover, any 6-dimensional nearly-Kahler manifold A4 for which R has a non-zero Cs- 
component determines a Riemannian metric on the product A4 x Iw+ whose holonomy 
group equals Gz. These results are due to Reyes-Carrion [32] and Bar [3]. 
Other links between the classes can be deduced from Tables 1,2,3. For example, 
for the class of almost-Hermitian manifolds with e E Wr $ W4 (which includes those 
which are locally conformally nearly-Kahler), R has no components in the spaces Cs, 
Cr. In 6 dimensions the condition [ E Wr $ W4 exactly characterizes the existence of 
an elliptic complex made out of the U(3)-modules Iw, X1*’ $ X0,‘, $,‘r $ X2yo, A:” and 
analogous to the Dolbeault complex (which is not of course defined when 51 # 0) [35]. 
The assumption that M be symplectic (or almost-Kahler so that [ belongs to the 
single class W2) does not produce any obvious restriction on R. Indeed, in Table 1, it is 
striking that the components of R arising from V& and 52@& are disjoint, but together 
exhaust those of Ic’. Thus, the problem of deducing consequences from assumptions 
on R is especially intriguing for the class of symplectic manifolds. Some results along 
these lines are easily formulated, such as the observation 
5.5. Proposition. Let i E { 1,2}. An almost- Hermitian manifold with [ E Wi and 
r = r* is Kiihler. 
This is based on the simple fact that the /c-r component of R includes a term propor- 
tional to ]ti12. If i = 3 the tables imply that R always belongs to (/c-r)‘, whereas the 
case i = 4 is encapsulated in (5.22). 
There remains the conjecture of Goldberg [14] to the effect that there does not exist 
a compact Einstein almost-Hermitian manifold with dw = 0 and VW # 0, although 
intermediate results include those in [6,29,39]. G iven a symplectic manifold A4 which 
cannot admit a Kihler metric, one might seek a compatible Riemannian metric (equiv- 
alently almost-complex structure) for which the resulting curvature is distinguished in 
some way, for example by the vanishing of the Cs component of R. 
6. Some homogeneous examples 
Throughout this section, G will denote a compact, connected, simply-connected Lie 
group. Suppose that H is a closed subgroup of G, and let G/H denote the homogeneous 
space consisting of left cosets of H in G. The group G acts on its Lie algebra g by the 
adjoint representation, and the tangent space of the homogeneous space M = G/H at 
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the identity coset m may be identified with an H-invariant complement tn of the Lie 
algebra IJ of H in g. The restriction H + Aut(m) of the adjoint representation of G 
coincides with the linear isotropy representation of H on T,M. It is often convenient 
to suppose that G has trivial centre, which implies that H acts faithfully on T,M. 
Any H-invariant inner product (n, .) on m determines a Riemannian metric on M. 
The latter admits an invariant almost Hermitian structure if H is a subgroup of the 
set of unitary transformations of m. In practice this is detected by an ad(H)-invariant 
decomposition 
of the complexification of m for which mot1 = p. In this case, G is the total space 
of a subbundle of the principal U(n)-bundle P of orthonormal frames of the type 
{el, . . . . e,,Jer ,..., Je,} over M. Left translation of the complement m induces a 
connection V on P, and so on TM, analogous to that of Section 2. It is well known 
that its torsion tensor (and so t and VW) can be identified with the linear mapping 
r:(XYJ) - ([KY],.% XYJ E m. 
Now y belongs to A3m, or equivalently t E Wr $ Ws $ FVd, if and only if 
([X,Y],Z) = (X,[Y,Zl) f or all X,Y, 2 E m. This relation expresses the condition 
that the Riemannian homogeneous space G/H is naturally reductive, and certainly 
holds if (s, a) is the restriction of minus the Killing form of G. 
The homogeneous manifold M is a symmetric space if and only if y = 0 for in this 
case the Lie algebra g = IJ $m has an automorphism of order 2 which is the infinitesimal 
counterpart of the geodesic symmetry at each point. However the splitting 
gc = bc $ ml,’ $ m”*’ (6.23) 
often provides g with an automorphism of order 3. To see this, let E denote a primitive 
cube root of unity, and define a linear transformation D of g@ by decreeing it to equal 
~,E,E’ on the respective right-hand components of (6.23). Then it is easy to see that 
[aA, all] = o( [A, B] ) for all A, B E g if and only if [mlTo, rnr*O] 2 rnO>l, which is 
equivalent to < E WI. In this case, cr integrates to a 3-fold symmetry at each point of 
M which is then called a 3-symmetric space [23,43]. Thus (see also [l]), 
6.1. Proposition. A homogeneous space G/H with a naturally reductive almost- 
Hermitian structure has t E WI $ W3 $ NJ,. The structure is Kihler if and only if M 
is symmetric, and nearly-Kci’hler if and only if M is 3-symmetric. 
If T, M contains no l-dimensional H-invariant summand then the component & of 
< will vanish. This will certainly be the case if the linear isotropy representation of M 
is irreducible. These isotropy irreducible spaces were classified by Wolf [42], and the 
non-symmetric ones arise from pairs (g, b), which we have sorted into two categories 
in Table 4. The nearly-Kahler characterization follows from the classification of 3- 
symmetric spaces [43], or by consideration of the isotropy representation [Tl. If A2T 
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does not contain T as a summand then /j2T@ contains no invariants, and it follows 












BU( 3) + su( 3) 
su(3)tsu(3)tsu(3) 
6u(3) t su(6) 
fit@) 
sn(3) + e6 
Table 4 
Example. Let M, = SO(n2 - l)/Ad(SU(n)), where Ad(SU(n)) ?X SU(n)/& de- 
notes the image of SU(n) under its adjoint representation. The representation ml*’ 
for M, has highest weight (2,0,. . . , 0,-1,-l), and computations reveal that A2m1yo 
has a summand isomorphic to m ‘y” if and only if n 2 4. This proves that Ms is 
nearly-Kahler, though a further check is needed to confirm that M, is not for n 2 4. 
Similarly, (&/&)/Su(3) has mlTo 2 [cr$‘] (notation following Lemma 3.1), and & 
is represented by a non-trivial homomorphism A”a,“” + 0,““. 
6.2. Proposition. If M is one of the nearly-Kiihler spaces arising from Table 4, then 
R E C-I @Cl 63C3 $C4. 
Proof. An H-invariant tensor in 02TGA4 is, by hypothesis, proportional to the metric 
g; it follows that R has no components in C2, C-2, C’s, and is both Einstein and * Einstein. 
The result now follows from Theorem 5.4. Cl 
We conjecture that the curvature tensors of the non-nearly-Kahler spaces arising from 
Table 4 all have non-zero components in both Cs and CT, and therefore do not belong 
to the space ,Cz defined after Proposition 4.1. 
There are also many nearly-Kahler spaces with reducible isotropy [43]. In 6- 
dimensions there are three of these, namely 
SO(5) SU(3) SU(2) x SU(2) x SU(2) 
U(2) ’ s(u(l)xu(l)xu(1))’ W(2) ’ 
each indicative of more general nearly-Kihler structures. The first two examples are 
@P3 and the flag manifold respectively and also carry homogeneous integrable complex 
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structures. They occur as twistor spaces which fibre over the 4-manifolds S4 and cP2, 
and the twistor space of any Riemannian 4-manifold carries various natural almost- 
Hermitian structures, including a nearly-Kghler one when A4 is self-dual and Einstein 
with positive scalar curvature [28]. The last example is diffeomorphic to S3 x S3, and 
may be regarded as the bundle of unit spinors over S3. In fact, G x G has a nearly- 
Kahler S-symmetric structure for any compact Lie group G [43, l]. 
7. The four-dimensional case 
The special nature of the 4-dimensional case is already apparent in the analysis of 
torsion. The vanishing of the spaces Wr and Ws in the decomposition of Theorem 
2.2 means that there are two principal complementary types of almost-Hermitian 4- 
manifolds, namely the Hermitian ones and the symplectic ones. 
Let U(1) denote the centre of the subgroup U(2) of SO(4). It is well-known that 
the corresponding Lie algebra splitting u(2) = u(l) $ su(2) is consistent with a more 
general splitting 
60(4) = su(2)+ $ su(2)_ (7.24) 
which defines two commuting subgroups SU(2)+, SU(2)_ of SO(4) which intersect in 
{Al}. The reduction from SO(4) to U(2) therefore consists of replacing SU(2)+ by 
U(1). Bearing in mind that there is a double-covering SU(2) ---) SO(3), any standard 
SO(3) in SO(4)= SU(2)+SU(2)_ is seen to correspond to a diagonal inclusion. 
The SO(4)-invariant splitting (7.24) induces a decomposition both of the space of 
2-forms 
and of the space of Weyl tensors Rw,+ = Rweyl+ $ RWey,_. 
7.1. Theorem. When rz = 2, 
R 
Weyl+ = cl @ c5 @ c6, Rweyl_ = c3, 
72 Rjccj = c-1 $ c-2 $ cs. 
We know from Proposition 4.2 that the components of R in X-1, C5, Cs and Cs are 
determined by OF. The extent to which a Hermitian surface is not Kahler is measured 
by dw = WAO, where 0 is the Lee form, and the equation (2.10) implies that de belongs 
to the subspace I[X2~O]l $ [Xil’] of A'T;M. Th e covariant derivative V8 is determined 
by these two components and the components of 00 in 
02~;~ E p2r0] $ [x$l] $ IW. 
The resulting five components (named respectively rs,r4,ra3,r2,rr) were used in [40] 
to categorize Hermitian surfaces. 
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7.2. Proposition. If M is Hermitian, the component of R in Cs vanishes and that 
in Cg is proportional to the component of dB in [X2*“j. 
Proof. The first statement is a repetition of Corollary 5.3, and the second follows 
from Table 3 and the fact that de contributes to a(Vt) that appears in the proof of 
Proposition 4.2. Cl 
In contrast to higher dimensions, it is possible to have a conformally flat Kahler 
surface which is not flat. Indeed, if S2 denotes the 2-sphere with its metric of constant 
Gaussian curvature K - 1 and A denotes the unit disc in E-X2 with the Poincare metric 
with K E - 1, then one can identify S2 x A with S4 \ 5” in such a way that its isometry 
group SO(3) X SG(2,l) is a subgroup of the group of conformal transformations of 
S4. The curvature of S2 x A will lie in the Kahler and exclusively Ricci component 
/c2 = C-2. More generally, a Kahler surface with zero scalar curvature has R E C-2 $Cs 
and effectively one half of its Weyl tensor is zero [9,20]. 
A 4-manifold is said to be self-dual (respectively anti-self-dual) if the component 
of R in RWey,_ (respectively RWeyl+ ) vanishes. If the Ricci tensor of an anti-self-dual 
manifold M also vanishes then the bundle with fibre A!, (respectively A$) is flat and M 
is (at least locally) hyper-Kahler in the sense that the metric is simultaneously Kahler 
relative to a triple of complex structures Ir,1,, 1s satisfying 
111, = -1211 = 1,. (7.25) 
A weaker assumption is that M possesses complex structures 1r,12,13 satisfying (7.25) 
so that one can find a metric g which is Hermitian (but not necessarily Kahler) relative 
to each I;. Such a metric must still be anti-self-dual, since as i ranges from 1 to 3 the 
spaces Cs generate RWeyl+. 
Relative to the orientation determined by Theorem 7.1, any compact anti-self-dual 
Hermitian surface is locally conformally Kahler, for Proposition 7.2 implies that d0 E 
[AA*‘] and therefore d(dfl A 0) = de A de # 0 is a non-positive multiple of the volume 
form and integrating gives de = 0. Moreover, the vanishing of the Cr component of R 
is equivalent to the formula r = 37* [24]. In the hyper-Hermitian case, there exists a 
unique closed Lee form 8 such that du; = w; A 0 relative to each 1; [S]. Moreover, in [7], 
Boyer has shown that an anti-self-dual Hermitian surface has br(M) even if and only 
if the metric is globally conformal to a Kahler metric (which must therefore have zero 
scalar curvature). In this case, either there is a hyper-Kahler metric in the conformal 
class, or else M is biholomorphic to a ruled surface (e.g., biholomorphic to a discrete 
quotient of S2 x A) blown up at k 2 0 points. 
A compact anti-self-dual Hermitian surface with b*(M) odd must actually have 
br(M) = 1 and Kodaira dimension --oo [7]. Conformally-flat examples are necessarily 
Hopf surfaces, and include hyper-Hermitian ones of the form (W \ {O})/G, where G is 
a finite subgroup of GL(l,W) which contains a finite subgroup IiF C SU(2) (possibly 
the identity) for which G/l< is infinite cyclic [44,21]. Non conformally-flat anti-self- 
dual metrics have been found by LeBrun on blow-ups of Hopf surfaces and on Inoue 
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surfaces [26]. 
We conclude this section by examining the Taub-NUT metric, which will provide a 
self-dual Hermitian structure together with a triple of Kahler structures of the opposite 
orientation. Let (01, crz,gs} be an orthonormal basis of l-forms of S3 c R4 invariant by 
the action of SU(2)_ c SO(4), and satisfying 61 A ~2 = da3 (and cyclic permutations). 
The Taub-NUT metric can be written in the form 
This description may be obtained either from the Gibbons-Hawking ansatz for hyper- 
Kahler metrics admitting a triholomorphic action by U(l), or from the description of 
self-dual Einstein metrics with an SU(2)-symmetry [12,13]. Examination of the radial 
term and behaviour for large T shows that g is a complete non-flat metric on Iw4. The 
almost-complex structure J defined by 
J(q) = c2, J(03) = -- lfrdr 
T 
is integrable and has associated 2-form 
w = T(T + l)ar A (TV + dr A c3, 
and Lee form 0 = 2(r + l)-‘dr. 
7.3. Proposition. The curvature tensor of the Hermitian manifold (M, g, J) belongs 
to Cl and T* = -S(T + l)-“. 
Proof. The fact that g is hyper-Kihler with R E RW++ is clearly explained (al- 
beit with different constants) in [25]. The isometry group of g is the group U(2) = 
U( 1) SU(2)_ o unitary transformations preserving J, and there is an isotropy sub- f 
group isomorphic to U(1) at each point m E IR4 \ (0). The latter must leave invariant 
the curvature tensor R, and the fact that R E Cl follows from Theorem 7.1 and the 
fact that the real spaces Cs,Cs are irreducible. 
Since the scalar curvature r vanishes, it follows that r* is proportional to the X_r 
component of R. The result follows from the formulae 
(5.22) and ]]0/]2 = 4r(r + l)-“* 0 
In this example, the exactness of 0 reveals that g’ = (r + 1)-2g is a Kahler metric 
relative to J. This illustrates a process discovered by Derdzinski [9]. Namely, let M be 
a self-dual (or equivalently Bochner flat) Kahler surface, so that R E ICI $ C-2. If the 
component of R in icr (proportional to the scalar curvature) is nowhere zero, then it 
turns out that a conformal change of metric can be made so as to make M Einstein so 
that the transformed curvature belongs to Ci $C_ 1. Such a space is called a generalized 
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space form [41], and must arise in this way, provided its curvature tensor has non-zero 
component in Cr at each point [30]. Other examples include the Eguchi-Hanson metric 
which is a complete hyper-Kghler metric on the cotangent space of CP’, and a self-dual 
Einstein metric described by Pedersen [31] with non-zero scalar curvature. 
8. Holomorphic sectional curvature 
If {X7 YI, {C w are oriented orthonormal bases of 2-dimensional subspaces II, II’ 
respectively, then the quantity 
R(X, Y, 2, W) = R(II, II’) = R(Il’, II) 
is the bisectional curvature determined by II, II’, and 
R(II, II) = R(X, Y, x, Y) 
is the sectional curvature of II. By repeated polarization, one sees that the value of 
R at m E M is completely determined by the function Il H R(II, II) defined on the 
Grassmannian Gr,(T,M) of oriented 2-dimensional subspaces of T,. 
If II, II’ are now J-invariant planes, then unit vectors X, Y may be chosen such that 
II = span{X, JX}, II’ = span{Y, JY}. The quantities 
R(II,II) = R(X,JX,X,JX), 
R(II, II’) = R(X, JX, Y, JY) 
are then the holomorphic sectional curvature of II and the holomorphic bisectional 
curvature of the pair (II, Il’). Because these concepts are GL(n, @)-invariant the coarse 
decomposition of Proposition 4.1 of R is applicable, and once again the space ICI is 
particularly relevant. 
8.1. Theorem. An almost-Hermitian manifold has pointwise constant holomorphic 
sectional (PCH5’) curvature if and only if R E Kl $ ICI. Zf R E Cs $ Ce $ CT $ Cs then 
R has zero holomorphic bisectional curvature. 
Proof. If cr denotes the element of T$h4 dual to X with respect to g, then R(II, II) 
equals the inner product of R with the tensor S, = (0 A Ja)@(aA Ja). But S,, is easily 
seen to be a tensor of Kahler type, that is to say S, E Ic. Thus? a tensor belonging to 
Icr $ ICI has the same holomorphic sectional curvature as one in Icr which is pointwise 
constant. Conversely, if R has pointwise constant holomorphic sectional curvature, then 
so does the projection R* of R in Ic. A well-known lemma in [22] then gives R E ICI @ICI 
as required. 
The second statement is a direct consequence of the fact that c(X, JX) = 0 for all 
u E [@]1. cl 
We emphasize that we have defined PCHS curvature relative to the Levi-Civita 
connection, in contrast to [5]. The tensor R* in the above proof has been considered 
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by various authors [11,34], and an explicit description of the component of R in ICI 
appears in [36, Theorem 4.21. The invariant s is proportional to the component of R in 
Icr 2 iw, which gives rise to the formula 
?- + 37* = 4n(n + 1)s (8.26) 
[37]. Applying Theorem 7.1 shows that a 4-manifold has PCHS curvature s if and only 
if 
R E c-1 @cl $ c5 @ c6 @ cs, 
a condition that is certainly true when M is self-dual and Einstein [24]. 
A Hermitian surface with positive PCHS curvature is known to be biholomorphic 
to CP2 [37]. By contrast, the holomorphic sectional curvature s of a 4-dimensional 
generalized space form cannot be a global constant [41], confirming that an analogue 
of Schur’s lemma fails for such spaces. Indeed, from Proposition 7.3 and (8.26), the 
Taub-NUT metric has s = -l/(r + 1)“. 
Combining Proposition 4.2 and Theorem 8.1 gives 
8.2. Corollary. The curvature tensor of an almo&Hermitian manifold M with 
PCHS curvature s is completely determined by the tensor Vt and the function s. 
Suppose that M is a Hermitian manifold with PCHS curvature such as a complex 
space form or a generalized space form. We now show that there exist conformal trans- 
formations g’ = f2g which preserve the curvature condition R E /cl $ ICI. All we 
need do is ensure that the component of R in Ic2 remains zero, but under a conformal 
change only the Ricci tensor is affected so it suffices to ensure that the component of 
R in C-2 Z [XA”] is unchanged. The potential change must be a linear combination of 
the trace-free parts of i8af and iaf A af (a,8 d enote the usual operators defined by 
the complex structure of M), and can therefore be made zero for some non-constant 
choice of f. In fact, the specific example of [19] establishes 
8.3. Proposition. If the metric g on a Hermitian manifold has PCHS curvature, 
then so does the metric (1 + h t h)-2g f or any holomorphic function h on M. 
Theorem 8.1 tells us that having zero holomorphic sectional curvature is, loosely 
speaking, exactly the opposite of having curvature tensor that satisfies the Kihler iden- 
tities, and the classification of both types of spaces is likely to proceed along similar 
lines. As a corollary, we have that if M has PCHS curvature and R E K then R E ICI, 
and it follows (for example by using a result of [38]) that M must be a complex space 
form. 
Another corollary of Theorem 8.1 is the theorem that a nearly-Kahler manifold 
M with PCHS curvature is either a complex space form or else isometric to S6 [16]. 
If n = 3, the result is an immediate consequence of Theorems 5.4 and 8.1, but for 
n 2 4 requires use of the second Bianchi identity. It is clear that the latter will impose 
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severe restrictions on special classes of manifolds with pointwise holomorphic sectional 
curvature. In particular, it would be interesting to know whether there exist non- 
flat examples for which R belongs to ICI, or equivalently for which the holomorphic 
sectional curvature is everywhere zero. 
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